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Overview of presentation

• Introductory notes: motivation and aims
• What is labour market flexibility?

• theory and measurement

• Employment flexibility in the UK & its regions
• Regional unemployment in the UK

• UK literature on unemployment and flexibility
• Two macroeconomic explanations

• Research questions 
• unemployment, persistence, adjustment, mix

• Empirical results
• Conclusions



Motivation
• Extensive & high-profile macroeconomic literature

– Significant publicity and policy input
– Central for economic performance in EMU / globalisation 

• Gap in identifying & measuring levels & types
– One-off small-scale surveys (JIWI Survey) non-comparable
– Official national statistics (BLS, ONS) partial & non-historical
– International statistics (ILO, EIRO, WB) proxy institutions

• Focus on OECD countries & subjective measures
– Assumes homogeneity of, e.g., unemployment relationship
– Overlooks heterogeneity within countries (e.g., reg’l diffs)
– Assumes institutions flexibility
– Overlooks country-specific context



• To explore the macroeconomic determinants of UK 
regional unemployment

• To examine the influence on unemployment of the 
types and levels of employment flexibility in the UK

• To investigate the impact of employment flexibility 
on unemployment adjustment and persistence 

• To explore the effect that the mix of flexible 
employment arrangements has on unemployment

Aims



• Where? - firms, workers, unemployed, wages, other
– E.g., adjustability of production or adaptability of labour?

• What? - available potential vs realised outcome
– E.g., institutional or employment arrangement?

• Counter-factual - flexibility, institutions, regulations
– ‘deregulation neither sufficient nor necessary condition’
– Non-regulatory inflexibilities and second-best rigidities

• Content - forms, types and manifestations
– A long list: overtimes, PT, TEMP, subcontracting, etc

What is labour market flexibility?



• Where? - EVERYWHERE
(firms, workers, unemployed, wages)

• What? – REALISED OUTCOME
(employment arrangement)

• Counter-factual – LACK OF FLEXIBILITY
(non-flexibility =/= regulation =/= rigidity)

• Content – VARIOUS PERSPECTIVES & TYPOLOGIES
(see next)

What is labour market flexibility?



Types of flexibility

• Economic and managerial perspectives
Across the economy or inside the firm

• Various typologies - Three broad domains
Institutional – Financial – Individual (PF – LC – LS) 

• ‘Inside the firm’ or simply ‘employment flexibility’
The ‘flexible firm’ model and its LM-wide relevance

• Four elements along two axis
Internal, External, Numerical, and Functional





Flexibility in the UK and its regions

• UK LM legislation, 1980-2000: deregulation?

• Perceptions about changes in flexibility…

…and lack of systematic empirical evidence

• Three-way patterns
• Temporal evolution

• Regional variation

• Functional specialisations



Employment Flexibility: UK, 1985-2004
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UK unemployment and flexibility

• UK regional unemployment 
– Significant unemployment persistence

– Regional synchronicity (across the business cycle)

– Geographical heterogeneity (North-South divide)

– Relatively low cross-regional adjustments (mobility etc)

• UK labour market flexibility
– Modest growth with deregulation

– Numerical over functional & numerical vs functional

– Good for SR efficiency – bad for equity & LR efficiency

– Composition and context matters



Macroeconomic explanations 

• Mainstream analysis: NAIRU
– Flexibility lower frictions & faster adjustment

– Shocks & inflation only affect the cyclical element

• Keynesian explanations: accumulation & demand
– Unemployment as the effect of demand deficiencies

– Flexibility matters only insofar as it affects accumulation

• Empirical studies
– Nickell etc: lax coordination, long UB duration, early 

retirement, etc impact adversely on unemployment

– Blanchard etc: institutions impact mainly on adjustment 

– Stockhammer: main impact from decline in accumulation



Research questions

• Four main questions
– Flexibility effects on unemployment

– Effects on unemployment persistence

– Effects on adjustment to shocks 

– Compositional effects of flexibility

• Issues not addressed here /

Questions for further research
– Spatial interactions and spatial dependence

– Effects on underemployment and inactivity

– Effects on productivity & dynamic efficiency



Empirical analysis
• General considerations

– Asymmetric effects of macroeconomic shocks

– The significance of regional & temporal effects

(regional heterogeneity and synchronicity)

– The endogeneity of flexibility

(endogeneity, simultaneity, inverse causality)

– Estimation method

(dynamic panel approaches: abond, xtgls, xtpcse)



Empirical analysis

• Macroeconomic modelling
– Dynamic specification

– Persistence and shocks

– Accumulation and flexibility

– The full model
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Empirical results: unemployment

• Structural influences
– Strong persistence
– Significant time and (less so) regional effects

• Regional effects largely captured by persistence coefficient

– Persistence ‘stable’ despite macroeconomic controls

• Macroeconomic influences
– Productivity growth reduces unemployment

• Unemployment declines with positive shocks
• Little response to adverse productivity shocks 

– Inverse relation to accelerating inflation (Phillips curve)
– Accumulation appears as the strongest determinant





Empirical results: flexibility
• Direct effects

– Structural and macroeconomic influences stable / robust
– Flexibility increases unemployment

• Even after controlling for endogeneity and dynamic panel 
– But direct effect is negative (reduces unemployment)

• Main adverse effect through unemployment persistence

• Interaction effects
– Flexibility strongly increases unemployment persistence
– Flexibility enhances adjustment to shocks

• But effect is mainly on positive, not adverse shocks
– Tentatively

• Flexibility makes the Phillips curve steeper
• Flexibility weakens U-reducing effect of accumulation

(but the effect is mainly on structural U, not cyclical)



Overall
effect



Empirical results: composition
• Overall effects

– Almost all types increase unemployment (as with overall)
– Only internal numerical reduces unemployment 

• E.g., more overtimes less U (inverse causality or L-supply story?)

• Direct and interaction effects
– All direct effects reduce unemployment (as with overall)
– All elements increase unemployment persistence ( ’ ’ )
– Almost all elements enhance adjustment to productivity shocks

• Mainly External Numerical acts in the opposite way
(i.e., temping is detrimental in economic expansions)

– Impacts on the U effect of accumulation are less significant
• But internal flexibility appears as the main driver here

• Composition effects
– Most combinations help reduce unemployment
– Internal numerical (hours etc) is best on its own



Summary and implications of results
• Flexibility and adjustment

– Flexibility is found to facilitate macroeconomic adjustment
– But it appears to hinder cross-regional adjustments

• Thus raising persistence – not captured in x-country studies

• Flexibility and macroeconomic factors
– Flexibility appears more favourable when combined with 

price stability and moderate rates of investment 
– ‘Rigidity’ more conducive in cases of macroeconomic 

expansion (monetary and physical)
– Flexibility more effective in areas of low unemployment

• Thus, a remedy to cyclical, not structural problems!

• Not a case of NAIRU vs Keynes
– Rather, a case where (macro/institutional) context matters



Conclusions
• Flexibility not equated to institutions 

– Different patterns and possibly different effects

• Not always beneficial 
– Cannot correct for all problems of the labour market

• Only conditionally can reduce unemployment
– Depends on macro-institutional arrangements and wider 

economic conditions (unemployment, prices, investment)

• Is associated with greater adjustment to shocks
– But increases unemployment persistence (x-regional equilibria)

• The mix of flexibility matters 
– Different effects of types – significant compositional effects

• Warning: not a tool for (macro-)economic policy!









Economic interpretation of inflation effect
• Flexibility impacts adversely on the effect that 

accelerating inflation has on unemployment
– Despite very low t-values, joint significance is high (<1%)
– Thus the flexibility*inflation effect is statistically significant

• In economic terms, however, effects are very small
– Assume initial unemployment rate at 5% 
– Eg1: Assume a 20% rise in flexibility 

• Accelerating inflation unemployment moves to 5.70%
• Decelerating inflation unemployment moves to 5.67% 

– Eg2: Assume inflation up by five points (say, from 2% to 
7%, against a counterfactual of non-accelerating inflation)

• Flexible labour market unemployment moves to 4.80%
• ‘Rigid’ labour  market unemployment moves to 4.79%



Summary of composition effects
• Persistence effect: all elements robustly raise U-persistence; 

flexibility produces more U in high-U periods/areas
• Adjustment effect: ENF weakens (enhances) adjustment to 

+ve (-ve) shocks (raising U in both up- & down-swings); 
all other elements have the opposite (beneficial) effect

• Disinflation / monetary expansion effect: ENF is beneficial in 
dis-inflationary areas / periods; the other elements help 
lower U in cases of relative monetary expansion

• Accumulation effect: ENF weakens (reinforces) the beneficial 
(adverse) effect of capital expansion (contraction); 
INF has the opposite effect (always beneficial); 
IFF (EFF) is beneficial (detrimental) if capital expands 
and detrimental (beneficial) with capital contraction 

• Composition effect: INF is less effective the more it combines 
with the other elements; combinations of functional 
elements and of external elements appear beneficial
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